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RECOMMENDATION SERVICE

The Sister Surprise online shop offers top-quality lingerie and 

swimwear, specially tailored to meet women‘s needs. Sister 

Surprise is part of the Collins project, an e-commerce start-up 

within the Otto Group. Since 2014, Collins has successfully 

demonstrated how inspiring and personalized shopping works 

and it is Germany‘s fastest growing e-commerce start-up in 

2014/15. Extraordinarily high customer satisfaction is one of the 

keys to the company‘s success.

Initial Situation
To enable individual customer contact, Sister Surprise included epoq 

recommendations in its online shop and email marketing right from 

the start. To date, two widgets on the Product Details page have 

been automatically fi lled by epoq, but the third widget „Related 

Items“ has been compiled manually by Sister Surprise. This manual 

allocation is based on the selection of alternative tops and bottoms 

or on complementary items, such as matching sets. Because of 

the considerable manual effort required, recommendations were 

not available for the full range of 5000 products. An A/B test was 

intended to demonstrate whether epoq‘s automatically generated 

recommendations would generate at least the same level of sales as 

the manually compiled list of Sister Surprise products.

Implementation
Visitors of the Sister Surprise online shop were divided into two 

groups of the same size (A and B). Visitors in group A continued to 

be shown the manually compiled list of Sister Surprise products 

in the „Related Items“ widget, whereas group B was shown the 

recommendations automatically generated by epoq in the same 

widget. Sister Surprise received regular A/B test reports during 

the test phase.

Results
In the recommendation group fi lled by epoq, both the sales per 

visitor and the average shopping cart value recorded double-digit 

growth. The result of the A/B test demonstrated that automating  

online shop processes in a meaningful way can tap new sales 

potential.

Outlook
Sister Surprise will continue to rely on epoq in future for 

personalization. „We want to offer our customers inspiration and 

personalized shopping at the highest level.“ adds Ann-Kristin 

Krüger.
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„The test results produced by epoq are truly interesting 
and help us to achieve our ambitious goals. We want to continue to grow, 
and epoq can support us eff ectively in many respects. Many thanks for 
the fast and competent advice.“

Ann-Kristin Krüger | Shop Management & Social Media 
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THE FACTS AT A GLANCE

Results verifi ed by an A/B test

Increase in sales and shopping cart value


